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UNITED STATES PATENT o 
SIGIMIUINID WOISLAWSKY, OF CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. 

REVERSIBLE COAT. 

Application filed December 11, 1925. Serial No. 74,686. 
This invention relates to improvements 

in reversible coats. 

provide a reversible coat with an improved 
collar and lapel construction, which, When 
revel'sed, willi readily assume normal 
smooth position on the line of fold. 

Heretofore reversible coats have been 
suggested but in reve'sing the coat the col 
lar and lapels have not assumed a neat, 
smooth and dress-like appearance because of 
the absence of a suitable common line of 
flexulare along which the collar and lapels 
might be folded as the coat was changed 
from i its natuliral to its - reversed position. 
Thus, if the coat of the prior art was con 
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structed to be worn in One manner and the 
reverse side Was to be worn only occasion 
ally no suitable means were provided which 
would permit the collar and lapels to prop 
erly fold in a dress-like manner when the 
coat was turned to be worn in its reversed 
position. 
The purpose of the present invention is 

to avoid the unsightly appearance of the 
coat in which the collar and lapels cannot be 
reversed so that they will assume a matural 
dress-like appearance, and means are pro 
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vided, therefore, to have a definite line of 
demarcation which forms a continous fold 
line through the collar portion and both 
lapels, upon which said collar and lapels 
are folded when the coat is reversed. 

Further objects and advantages will be 
apparent from the following specification 
and the accompanying drawing illustrating 
a preferred embodiment of the invention 
and in , which drawings: 

Figure 1 is a front elevation of a reversi 
ble coat embodying my invention ; 

ig. 2 is a view of the collar and lapels, 
with the outer fabric removed to show 
their interior construction; 

Fig. 3 is a rear elevation of Fig. 2 with 
the outer fabric of only the collar portion 
removed; 

Fig. 4 is a section on the line 4—4 of Fig. 
2; and 

Fig. 5 is a section similar to Fig. 4 show 
ing the lapel in one of its folded positions 
in full lines, and in its reversed position in 
dotted lines. . 

Referring more particularly to the draw 
ings, the coat is formed of practically two 
independent coats, One of which may be 
made of a waterproof material 10, and the 

will readily bend and thus, definitely 

other of a suitable coat fabrie 11. When 
• • the coat is worn as a raincoat the water One of the objects of the invention is to Proof material is worn outermost and the 

Coat fabric Serves as its lining. When the 
Coat is l'eversed, it serves as an overcoat. 
Qbyiously any other combination of mate 
rials: could be used. 
The collar 12 and lapels 13 are formed Preferably of the same material as either 

Of the coat bodies and thus Correspond to 
the material of the body of the coat irre 
Spective of how it is worn. 
As shown more particularly in Fig. 5 of 

the dra wyings, the lapel is formed by attach 
ing a piece of the coat material Î4 to the 
Watei proof material of the body, as at 15, and at its Outer extremity, by attaching, 
is alt, lö', a piece of Water proof materiai 
14' Which extends to the coat material of the 
body. This, When used as an overcoat, the 
Waterproof material on the collar and la 
pels is on the underside thereof and the 
Coat, material On the lapels and collar are 
On the Outside of the dress overcoat. When 
used as a raincoat the collar and lapels com 
posed Of Waterproof material are on the out 
?i de and the, dress coat collar and lapels fold So as to be underneath. 

Between the Outer layers of material 10 
and 11 in the body portion of the coat is 
disposed an intermediate layer of a stiffen 
ng material 16, Which may be canvas, crino 
line, or the like, Stitched at its one end, as 
at 17, to a piece of Soft flexible material 18. 
The collar and lapels are also provided with 
an intermediate layer of a stiffening mate 
rial 19 Stitched at 20 to the soft flexible 
material 18 which serves as a hinge about 
Which the collar and lapels are turned when 
the coat is reversed. 
A s. clearly illustrated in Fig. 2 of the 

diraWing, the stiffening materials 16 and 19 
are Spaced apart but, as heretofore described, 
are. Stitched to the common flexible strip 18. 
This Strip 18 affords a continuous line 
throughout the entire length of the collar 
and lapels and is made of a material which 

Out 
lines the line along which the collar and 
lapels Will bend when the coat is reversed. 
This construction permits the collar and 
lapelstofold in an even line along the hinge 
18 and allows both collar and lapels to assume 
a Smooth even appearance when folded simi 
lar to that obtained in pressing the collar 
and lapels of the ordinary coat construction 
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into position. Without, this construction, 
in which the line of fold for the collar, and 
coat is one continuous hinge line, the collar 
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ular or reverse manner. 

and lapels will assume an unsightly appear 
ance when reversed as neither the collar nor 
the lapels will tend to fold down Smoothly 
and neatly into the desired position. The 
use of the continuous hinge liine 18 for both 
collar and lapels results, therefore, in a col 
lar and lapel construction whereby the collar 
and lapels will assume a Smooth dress-like 
appearance whether the coat is worn in reg Obviously any 
other form of hinge connection which is 
highly flexible could be used. From the foregoing description it will be 
apparent, that a coat, constructed according 
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to the principles of this invention will have 
a much neater appearance than coats not 
fitted with the continuous hinge line. More 
over, the preferred embodiment of the inven 
tion of the coat as herein illustrated and 
described may º be subjected to various 
changes in the detail of arrangement and 
construction by those skilled in the art with 
out departing from the spirit and scope of 
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the invention as expressed by the appended 
claims. 

I claim: . . . 
1. A reversible coat comprising a body 

portion and a collar and lapel portion each 
30 - 

provided with a stiffening material, and con- - 
tinuous flexible means interconnecting the 
stiffening material of said two portions to 
determine the line of fod of said collar and 
lapels on said body portion whereby said col 
ar and lapels will fold into a Smooth dress 
like position irrespective of which side of 
the coat is worn on the outside. 
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2. A coat comprising a body portion and 40 
a collar and lapel portion, said portions be 
ing made up of two outside layer's of cloth 
and an inter-lining of stiffening material, 
said inter-linings being Separated and con 
nected by a soft flexible material for form 
ing a predetermined line of fold extending 
in a continuous line from the lower point 
of fold in one lapel through the collar to the 
lower point of fold in the other lapel. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto sub- 50 
Scribed my name. S. WOISLAWSKY. 


